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When non-coding is non-neutral: the role of CHD1 gene polymorphism in sexing, in phylogenetics and as a correlate of fitness in birds
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Ornithologists routinely use DNA data for all kinds of studies, from measuring population sex ratios to determining phylogenetic relationships between avian orders. Although the size of an avian genome is over 1 billion base pairs (Hillier et al. 2004), not all of this genetic information is presently useful to researchers (Ellegren 2005). Natural selection can create both divergence and convergence at the level of DNA, causing genetic markers that are under selection to evolve differently than the rest of the genome. Thus, regions of non-coding DNA (introns) have increasingly become popular markers, mostly because they evolve under different evolutionary mechanisms. Researchers studying population parameters frequently use CHD1 as a sex-specific marker with analogues on the Z- and W-chromosomes (Griffiths et al. 1998). Phylogeneticists often sequence the CHD1 intron as a marker for use in studies determining population and species relationships (Garcia-Moreno & Mindell 2000, Peters et al. 2005).

In this issue of Ibis, Schroeder et al. (2010) demonstrate that in a population of Black-tailed Godwits Limosa l. limosa, CHD1-Z is polymorphic, but surprisingly, particular alleles correlate with fitness, thus violating the basic assumption of neutrality. The authors studied a population of Black-tailed Godwits with a two-allele (Z, Z*) length polymorphism in CHD1 on the Z-chromosome together with the single allele on the W-chromosome. Heterozygotic males (the homogametic sex) with the less common Z* allele had more attractive plumage characteristics and had mates that laid larger eggs (Schroeder et al. 2009, 2010). Females (the heterogametic sex) with the Z* allele were larger and initiated clutches earlier in the season than females with the Z allele (Schroeder et al. 2010). Schroeder et al. (2010) do not suggest that the CHD1 gene region has any direct effects on fitness, but rather that this gene region is linked by physical proximity on the chromosome to genes that affect plumage coloration and body mass. A previous study (Lee et al. 2002) also found fitness correlates of a rare CHD1–Z allele in Common Moorhens Gallinula chloropus, but in this species heterozygosity in the CHD1 intron region was correlated with higher mortality. Unlike in the Moorhen system, CHD1 heterozygosity in Black-tailed Godwits is correlated with traits that have positive fitness consequences. These results underline that non-coding DNA regions may evolve as the products of natural selection, thus violating one of the fundamental assumptions of both population genetic and phylogenetic analyses. Such an outcome is, obviously, a well-discussed possibility but has not often been demonstrated for a single avian allele, particularly one at a locus which is so widely used for a variety of research questions (Chapman et al. 2009). Interestingly, the Z-chromosome is important in the speciation process in birds (Sæther et al. 2007), with some loci potentially involved in the formation and/or maintenance of reproductive isolation (e.g. Haldane 1922, Carling & Brumfield 2008). Hence, the fact that some loci are under strong selection on this chromosome is not surprising.

What do the results of Schroeder et al. (2010) mean for other researchers? Most obviously, they illustrate the known caution that sexing birds with the CHD1 locus should be done carefully, always checking for the presence of more than two alleles in the population (Dawson et al. 2001). Their results also suggest that researchers using CHD1 to determine relationships between populations or species should do so with caution. One strategy to minimize problems associated with selection at one locus is to use multiple unlinked markers. Introns are now probably the most widely used markers in avian phylogenetics, with more than 250 loci available for use to help resolve the avian tree of life (Backström et al. 2008, Hackett et al. 2008, Kimball et al. 2009).

Researchers interested in the phylogeny and phylogeography of birds have moved away from the use of single locus datasets (mostly mitochondrial) toward the combination of several mitochondrial and nuclear (both on autosomes and on sex chromosomes) loci in an effort to estimate more accurately the demographic parameters underpinning species histories (e.g. effective population size, migration rates among populations, time of
population divergence; see Jennings & Edwards 2005, Bowie et al. 2009). The CHD1-Z intron is a common nuclear marker used for such studies (Peters et al. 2005) and should be carefully evaluated for evidence of selection. Although requiring population-level sampling, one way to test for selection is to make use of several different neutrality tests such as Tajima’s D (Tajima 1989), Fu’s Fs (Fu 1996) and Hudson–Kreitman–Aguade (Hudson et al. 1987), carefully evaluating their underlying assumptions in light of the specific research question being addressed (reviewed in Nielsen 2005, Nielsen & Beaumont 2009). All of these tests can be applied to intron data and are readily implemented in widely used software (reviewed by Excoffier & Heckel 2006).

The finding that the CHD1 intron is affected by selection may be more problematic for studies of avian relationships above the level of species. Selection per se may not be a problem for phylogeneticists if it is occurring in a consistent manner across the species studied. Problems will start to appear, however, when selection is limited to a specific set of branches within the tree. In this case, one may observe a slowdown or an acceleration of the substitution rate for this branch and eventually all of its descendants. Such biases may result in spurious phylogenetic trees with very different branch-lengths at the tips and should be carefully evaluated. Several tests exist to detect selection in a phylogenetic context, but such tests only apply to protein-coding genes and hence are of no use when the sequence data are from introns (McDonald & Kreitman 1991, Yang 2006).

Studies such as that of Schroeder et al. have important implications not only for researchers using CHD1 for phylogenetics, but also for phylogeneticists in general, as selection is not likely to be restricted to the CHD1 intron. However, we maintain that introns should continue to be used in phylogenetic studies, as data from a genomic dataset of mammals (Pollard et al. 2010) suggest that only a small fraction of sites in intron sequences (2.2%) are experiencing selective constraints; it would be surprising if the same were not true for bird genomes. Furthermore, new methods have been developed recently to test for the existence of constrained sites in non-coding sequences (e.g. Kim & Pritchard 2007, Pollard et al. 2010). Unfortunately, these methods mostly apply to genomic datasets and require an already established phylogeny. As such, until more specific methods are developed for non-coding sequence data, perhaps the simplest way to detect selection is to perform a molecular clock test to assess the constancy of rates of molecular evolution across the phylogenetic tree of interest. We expect that selection will rarely be detected, but when it is, intron loci will provide a valuable tool in helping to isolate candidate loci of major phenotypic effect.

Researchers seeking to understand the evolution of phenotypic traits have made great strides in identifying regions of the genome associated with fitness (Stinchcombe & Hoekstra 2008). We now know that specific genes control phenotypic traits related to reproductive success or longevity. Well-studied systems include MHC genes that affect mating preferences (Penn & Potts 1999, Zelano & Edwards 2002), and coat or plumage colour genes that affect survival in different environments or play a central role in mate preference/species recognition (Mullen et al. 2009, Uy et al. 2009, Rosenblum et al. 2010). The vast majority of phenotypic traits, however, have genetic control systems that remain a mystery. Methods for isolating these genes are generally time-intensive, but if well-known non-coding sequences are linked to genes of major effect, then researchers can target a potentially very narrow area of the genome when searching for the genes underpinning a particular fitness trait (Edwards & Dillon 2004). For example, the apparent role of the Z-chromosome in speciation is due to the presence of both species-recognition genes and species-specific plumage coloration genes on this chromosome (Sæther et al. 2007). Schroeder et al. also suggest that regions of the Z-chromosome control plumage coloration and possibly patterning, providing an excellent target for identifying genes with a direct effect on phenotype.

Studies have now demonstrated that the CHD1 gene is affected by selection in at least two different bird species (Lee et al. 2002, Schroeder et al. 2010). The fact that CHD1 is so widely used in ornithological studies may be both good and bad news in light of this result. The bad news is that other studies using CHD1 as a presumed neutral marker may have skewed outcomes. This problem can be detected by testing for selection as mentioned above, and can be minimized by using multiple unlinked loci. The good news is that the popularity of CHD1 has led to a more complete understanding of how this intron evolves, and may provide the means to help identify genes that underpin plumage polymorphism in a diversity of birds. We encourage other researchers using introns to be aware of the possible influence of selection and to couple genetic information with fitness data, as is so rarely done.
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